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Abstract: Recommender systems are designed to identify the items that a user will like or find useful based
on the user’s prior preferences and activities. These systems have become ubiquitous and are an essential
tool for information filtering and (e-)commerce. One of the classical approaches for identifying the set of
items to be recommended rely on the idea that users will like items that are similar to those that they liked in
the  past.  These  item-based  nearest-neighbor  approaches  are  simple  to  understand,  lead  to  explainable
recommendations,  and can be easily  extended to capture  different  user  behavioral  models  and types  of
available information. However, in their classical form, the performance of these methods is worse than
approaches based on latent-space models and/or deep neural networks. This talk presents an overview of
recent methodological advances in developing item-based nearest-neighbor-based recommender systems that
have substantially improved their performance. The key components in these methods are: (i) the use of
statistical  learning to estimate the desired item-item similarity matrices,  (ii)  the use of multi-granularity
models to enhance their personalization capabilities, (iii)  the use of lower-dimensional representations to
handle issues associated with sparsity, and (iv) the combination of neighborhood and random-walk based
approaches  to  further  enhance  their  coverage  and  accuracy.  Our  experiments  show  that  their  overall
performance is competitive and often outperforms that of current state-of-the-art approaches.
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